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by

'MARLOW EDIGER
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Numerous writers in the tilde of administra-

tion and supervision appear to extol the virtues oti committee

work to sole curricular problem's. Thus, tit 'is feXt that

committee members may best be'alile to identify problems,

obtain related data, arrive at coaclusionstsand test the

results In action ivithin the framework of teachlearning

situations. The consequences may then indicate a need to make

revisions inthe previously heid,conclustons.,There are belectbd

questions whidhneed 001;i:5i:dere:lion pertaining to group endeavors.

The Instructional Leader's Human Relations Skills
our

There are principals/supervisors who fare rather inadequate-

ly in relating positively to diverse personality styles of

teachers. Thus, for example an instructional le4der may discuss
)

,

many problems and ideas in education with a few teachers only.

Other teachers feel' left out and al.kenated. These teacher's -may

even continually put.forth wchieffort to.isteract.positively

,with the prinaipal or supervisor. Hqwever, the leader is not

'able to feel adequately rela5ce to develop positive human re-

lations even in a rather limited manner with the out group.

NIIDIMME011011011110=10010110
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There are selected questions which might be raised in 5144.13i,

such as these:

.1. What is the role of schdols of education on the coll-

ege/ university level in admitting probpective administration

majors in being able to work effectively with diverse types/

kinds of personali,ties? This question has no referihce in

disiring highly Klished interactsra; rather the Golden Rule
d

concept is vital o emphasize.
, .

2. How can principals/ supervisors be guided to improve

behavioral patternsin.terms of accepting all human beings as
..

'-

having warth? Onte;* the instructional leader is on the job,
.

then inservice education is needed to improve human relation

skills.

3. What course of action should be followed by teachers,

the central "Moe, and members of the board of education if a

principal/ supervisor cannot move beyond the skills of inter-
,

acting favorably with an inner circle of three to four teachers?

Teachers heti need to put forth much effort continually in
v.

also Meeting the needs of the instructional leader.

At faculty meetings and workshops, there are principals/

superiVisors Whocan only, face directly and communicate positive

ly with a'few,Jarticipants. The ideas of these partidipantS

are afcepted rather freely and readily. pontent presented by

other teachers, upon carefully scrutiny, may even be of much
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lot 3

Th4 instructional leader here lacks attitudes pertaining

to appraising merit or quality of Ideas presented. The prircipa1/.

supervisor is unable to accept the ideas of all participants
. . .104 a _

for evaluation in faculty, meetings and workshops. This A true

even, though left out participants present content in a positive
4

manner, Problems whiCh need identification and related solutions'

sought may well include the following:

1. Can attitudes of these instructional leaders be ahan-

ged, In the educatfonal arena, one must believe that human

behavior can be changed.. The teacher teaches pupils in order

that the latter might increasingly control his/ her environment.

The behavior of the principal /supervisor may change very.:

slowly, but with considerable effort it can be modified. Being

0)1e to accept others and their ideas is truly the marks of a

mature social being. -Instructional leaders need feedback con-

tinuously pertaining to being able to work satisfactorily with

teachers, parents, and pupils. No doubt one of the greatest

weaknesses in instructional leaders may well .pertain to being

-accepting of others.

What recourse for example should teachers, have if they

feel ignored by the principal/ cup'ervisor? At all times, how-

ever, teachers also mustattempt'io work positivelyowith instruct-

al leaders..

'The principal/ supervisor may emphasize much committee
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work in attempting to iPP;1370 'thy eurriouluz# However, 4on

evaluating the quality, of leidership provided in a committee

of six or seven members, it is quite obvious that only "two' or

three participa*ts are encouraied to participate. The instruct-

ional leader is not effective in recognizing quality ideas'

presented by other .participants..The'end result of the final

report of 'the group spears that "democracy" was in evidence;

however, in reality the thUkifig of 'the few truly prevailed;

1. Should tbose whose ideas had been omitted in the com-

mittee mention openly t the. principal/ Supervisor what truly

had 'transpired/ 'Or, should teachers continually work, in a
'

one way street, in Attempting to communicate positively with

principals and supervisors? What if the latter approach does not

work, according to the observations of the involved teacher?

2. /Do principals/ ,Supervisorsunderstand the concept of

committee work? To truly have end results from a committee,

there needs to be adequate input from each individual. Ideas

presented need to be discussed and accepted based upon their

merit. Each participant needs to feel accepted, by committee

memliers4 The kind of leadership needed in schools during th

1980's involves complex skills indeed!

There are instr4ctional leaders who desire to promote one,
4

two, or three teachers in the school /class arena. Perhaps,

these favored teachers Fare asked to give reports to others in

'7
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A Ili;AiltY keeting. Pt When prominent visitors come to the

lo-oal school balding, Ihe ingroup, in turn, is asked to .greet

these visitors and show involved school facilities., The princi-*

pal/ supervisor may show how "excellent" the classrooms of

ry these fiW teachers are when visitors arrive on the scene.

On awards dayi aischool assemblies, the same teacheri ien-

erazdyrnliasked by 12dinstauction0.:\leader to present honors
-/

to pupils for demonstrated accompiishMents. Akes at faculty

meetings may be stated by the principal/ supervisor to secure
.

his/her key people on committees. Thfise.buthorous statements

are made at a sophisticated moment to determine the will of

the instructional leader in obtaining desired results through

committee activity.

How can teachers reveal to principal'/ supervisors

the need for a broaderbase of teacher participation, other"

than the usual few that are chosen for recognition roles?

2. Instructional leaders who reveal ability to work with

just a few individuals may not be able to change quickly

enough to meet needs of paJ.ticipants in .a school. What then

are just solutions to these problems? Is it possible for a

principal/ supervisor, ,as described above, to be able to

utilize the Golden Rule concept in relating to others?

In Summary

The writer has attempted to pinpoint major problems in

4fr



the human relation!, school arena* The problems Identified

pertain to instructional

with all faculty members

leaders being able to Work effectively

in a school* Too frequently, prine-
.

ipals/ supervisors are skilled to work,with a chosen few*
VP

What about the other teachers who do a good job of teaching

and intrinsically also desire to be accepted as 'human beings

b viz *much worth? How does the lack of true acceptance by

principals /'supervisors reflect upon the quality of teacher

interaction with pupils in the school /class setting?

a.

1
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INS VICE EDUCATION AND DEROCRACY
IN THE CURRI63LUM

Part One: Inservice Education

.Faculty members of an elementary school should be held accountable for

having an updated curriculum in terms of objectives; learning experiences acid

assessment procedures in the social studies. Thus, it is necessary to have a

variety of approaches in inservice education.

Workshops to Improve the Social Studies Curriculum
A

Each elementary school or several elementary schools may join'Worts in

improving the social studies curriculum through the workshop approach. Processes

that need to be followed in conducting relevant workshops include the following .

desired criteria:. 4.

1. Thp theme of the social studies workshop should be decided upori

cooperatively by then participants. Thus., relevant themes may include

(a) implementing recommended trends in teaching elementary school social

studies
(b) using inquiry approaches in teaching social studies

(c) develdping teaching units and resource' units
(d) using problem solving approaches in teachin7learning situations

(erproviding for individual differences in reading social studies content
(f) implementing concepts pertaining to nongradedness and open space

education
(g) using team teaching in tOe social studies
(h) upgrading procedures to evaluate pupil achievement

(i) utilizing appr riate.sequential learning experiences in the social

studies.

2. The.general session should be utill7..ed to help participants identify
S.

relevant problems in teaching social studies. Thus, teachers may identify such

. relevant prollems as

(a,) stimulating pupil interest in the social studies.

(b) guiding the slow learner in achieving to his optimum

(c) developing meaningful tasks for pupils in open space education
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(d): Plaiiiiing.:'Oblec' ti'VeS'i.-: learning ';;OX7periettetki.:. and tvapet104,procidAtt00

p °operatively in e.. true team teaohingisottuation
(e) coping with dlocipline probIevaln the class, setting
(f) -helping the' disadvantaged -chi ld 'V

,(g)' ,king teaching aids to providv for :' individual differences' in lobe social

stUdies. 4 '

a
1

3. Committees should be formed to work oniproblems identified in the

general session. Committee mem1ership should be voluntan, meet the needs of par-
.

ticipants, and help individuals to solve problems in teaching social studies.

14 individual study is necessary in provi4ng for personal' 3ifferences

among' participants in the workshop. Individuals may work in NI: direction of
. .

solving problems pertaining to
I.

(a) selecting relevant social studies units
(b) choosing social studies textbooks and other reading materials appro-

priate for a given set of learners'
(c) evaluating the current social studies program in terms of ditAteria

(d) maintaining an updated. social studies curriculum.

5. Consultant services must be available at the workshop. _The:4consultants

410

May help workshop participants to clarify issues ancrproblets; suggest resour'ces
, ...

for participants, and .present possible solutions to problems.M
c

6. 'An adequate library must beavailable for paiticipants. College and

university level textb6oks dealing with the teaching of elementary school

social 'studies should b'e available to participants for study. Elementary school

social studies textbooks with accompanying teacher's manuals should also be

available for study, to participating members in the workshop.. Recent Arofessional

journals pertaining to.teaching elementary social studies should be a part of the
, 16

professional library for workshop participants. Films, filmstrips, slides and
. ,

tapes on the teaching Of, school social studies may also be beneficial

foi faculty /memberS in the workshop 'to use in the solving of problams.

7. The number of sessions in the workshop as well as the duration of.each

.1

session should be decided upon cooperatively lsy workshop participants. Each

r

faculty member should donate an adequate amount of time for proiessional

improvement, as well as have enough time available to take care of personal needs

and responsibilities.
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8. The pb)sical pacilitiea necessary' in .haviny-a pool workshnp t1.4? ..d thr.

t*
arrangement of furniture conducive to generating ideas, in the solving of

problems should. be Such that they'racilitateaincreased aehievemont on the part cif

individuals' .in the workshop. The serving of refreshments" and meals should, be

given 'careful consideration when workshops are being c8ndu'cted. Individuals in

auworkshop setting should get td know each other well to that mutual trust and

'confidence, may become an important outcome ,or objective of the workshop.

Faculty Meetings and. the social StudieJ

Faculty meetings in an elementary .school can be used wisely in improvinp

the social studies curriculum. .Properly developed criteria heed to be utilitel

in i:::plementing condepts pertaining to improving thtlr,e.lennta*
Nk

studies program through the use of faculty meetings.

1. Each faculty member of an elementary school should have ample opp::1r-

tunities to provide inpUt in the e,enda to he used at a faculty meeting.

48 Faculty members should have numerous opportunities to serve c,n a

.committee,tO arrange problegg areas for consideration on an agenda.

a The ag6nda should be ready for 'faculty member StuV,

t,o days before meeting.

arprximat.ely,

L. Faculty members should identify relevant protIems tc, .iit,cu.; at a

faculty meeting. These problem areas may include onaing :'ram the use ;)!'

basal social studies texts to a more in.3ividua3i:te arrracli realin

cor.tent, t,tt ing mana.Fement systerrx in the teachin,, f.,;f

integrating 'scienct, mathematics, as veil .144auftgP 1.,4,"?ttz,e

ctulies curricblum.

5. Part:teipants in a faculty meeting TWe vaunter a

mittee of4their own choosing to solve relevaht protlem.

*in attempting to resolve an identified rrrAlen ^,;a;! ttn in!if.!rer.!.

part cf.the faculty meeting concept to improv t.L socla:

41...)
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Ade:watt .re.soureti materials should Iv availattle to belp indtvidualr

I.:4 "the 6,170 ti of pr'-Wet solviof". These relsoircen-.say include collera and uni-
t

varsity le,val textlioc,+,6 -i_rt the teacliivg of elewerstary schol social st.iies,

;;-t.,fessions.1 periodiCal articles itt this a,rea e:L.1 as related films,

ri, t,apse, slides., anti resource personnel.

:th.ecrtcoini of ,pupils usint inntivat-i4m ideas ray also becYtime an

!.

part co: these faculty meetings, Tape reccirline and vide. tspinc of

S:3,k; ps.rticipants needed data .to improve tesching-3e%rninF

in the social studies.

:nnovat.ive

nP;'. be pi veu tA' me.taert: to 4.6 o:it !Lnroffitive

-%

ftmpr,7?. tQ rut curris-ulum.

r;ter!n tr,1:erent in selecting,. innovative schopl^.

identif4.4 k1:14 inw:=vntie:1,!:, they lei:*

;
!.:ngrftiel methclf! cr tewAi:4g, anq

inf pertaining to the innovn.d..Ini to tie

ker!!,..c v,nrt :'az",dty n,l.mter7.

::..perlf:,;.r visttinF the it,nc'vativo school or reciol:-: should tie

: ql,c111 11 fiV 4r1J: 1 r.e! arrival at the

V

4.i.
, f lur nr, tbe. duy
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Using video Tape

Video taping teaching performance has become increasingly popular in the

United states. Portable video tape machines can now be purchared which are

within the budget nor of most public schools. Thus, the classroom teacher

of social studies may video tape his or her own teaching and analyze the results.

Advantages of utili.zing video tape to improve teaching peri7ormance include the

followibg:

1. The socia1 studies teacher can actually see his or her physical appear-

ance in teaching in 'a replay.

2. The teacher may notice if all pupils had ample opportunities to

purticipste actively ip 'the class setting.

L'.'ileni!e can be ottainel at 'which learner:: -date discus-sion

t'

. Pupils who appeared to lack interest in learning may be identified;

leiit ctiit1es can then be selected to obtain the interests of thete pupils.

5. The
,

teacher can notice if critical thinking, creative thinking, and

solvinr methois were utilized adequately in teaching-learning situations,

evidence can be obtained in terms of pupils attempting to disturb

other learners.

Proper sequence in learning experiences may be evaluated more

. *Pcrtat.:0 tat'ing may to utilized ty th t? teacher to eva:uat.e his

'Y :'.or ,-wn teachin1.7 in a n'rithreatening way. 7hue, the principel or supervisor

1,er n-it atserve the actual teachihg situation as it occurred in tht-

sctting or on vide tape. The 1-eacher cf social studies f.s utilizing

c::f-cvaluation in fissess!ng teaching' performance.

Tht use of video tape machines certainay can t:e an excellent way to assess

prff.emlince ty those invt.)1'..ed dire,:tly in instructing learnen.7.

rn guidelines aro recommenled t he ueed when asessing teahine

The
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effectiVItness through tne us\of video tepee:

1. The social studies teacher should attempt tlio obtain d random sampling
o

of teaching behavior. Attenpts should be made in igentifying weaknesses and

working in the direction of remedying these deficiencies.

2.. Periodically, principal ol. supervisor should assist the social studies

teacher in evaluating the quality
"se

of teaohing.

3. The teacher of social' steadies should guide pupils in utilizing

inquiry approaches in learning. Thus, many reaponses would cor7eThoom pupils

pertair.!ing tqphSgher levels of thinking such as analyzing content, presenting

hypotheses, and assessing content in terms of stated gutdelines.

1

ae use of tape and cassette recorders may be an effective way to aid

Using Tape Fecberdings to Evaluate Teaching

In .introvine teaching performance. The classroom teacher may tape record

his or her own teaching and analyze the results. The teacher may notice the

n listening to a replay cf teaching end learning as recorded by

the tare or yla sette recorder:

1 eupils are adequately praised for improved performance.

4.earners/have-adequate opportunities to.ask-questions and make ample

ibutions in discussion sesgIons.

Each pupil is treated with respect in the class setting.

The teadaer does not _ecture or engage in lengthy explanations which

may be meaningless to pupils.

iupils are engouraged to participate in ongoing learnin. experience's.,

(- Concise and clear directions are given by the teacher.

I. The amount of time given to pupils to reflect on information and

knowledge obtained as well a to engage in obtaining information to solve

prolems is adequate.

nisalvantages which may be listed in using tape recorders to record teaching'

15
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performance are the following:

1. the visual facet of teaching is completely omitted.

2. There needs to be a broader dimension of evaluation of teaching other

than listening to recorded voiles.

Observational Visits by the Supervisor

It is important that the elementary principal or supervisor make an

adequate number of observational visits to the class setting. Criteria to follow

in making thses observational visits include the following:

1. It is best if teacheminvite the principal or supervisor to the class

setting to observe specific facets of teaching and /earning such as

the culmination of a social studies unit. Following the observational

visit, the teacher and supervisor may wish to evaluate the quality of

teadhing in the class'setting.

2. The supervisor may also wish to schedule observational visits with

teachers. Perhaps ultimately, the supervisor may visit classrooms

unannounced in an informal manner. Prior.to visitng a classroom,

the supervisor should become thoroughly familiar with the possible

achievement levels of pupils in the class to be observed. It is

always good for teachers and supervisors to have much information

about each pupil in school to be used in improving the quality of

instruction and supervision.

Following the observational visit, the teacher and supervisor cooperatively

should discuss observations made during the observational visit. Thus, the

quality of educational objectives, learning experiences, and assessment pro-

cedures could be evaluated. Specifically, the teacher and supervisor could assess

(a) grouping procedures utilized, (b) balance among objectives such as under-

standings, skills, and attitudes, (c) sequence of learning activities, (d)

providing for individual learners, (e) ways of assessing learner achievement,

, 16
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(f) methods oT monitoring pupil growth, (g1 additional needed commercially

prepared teaching materials, (h) the need to make and prepare teaching aids,

(0.apPropriate rnalds to assess pupil -achievement, (j) 'needed Innovations in the

public schools, and (k) new psychologies Of teaching and learning such as

humanistic versus S-R theory.

TeamTeaching and Inservice Education

Team teaching has much to offer in terms of inservice growth for teachers.

If two or more teachers cooperatively plan the objectives, learning experiences,

and assessment procedures in teaching a given set of pupils, team teaching is in

evidence. In team teaching the following opportunities in inservice education

are available:

1. Teachers may learn from each other in planning sessions devoted to

teaching a given set of learners.

2. Team members may also assess the quality of teaching done by each

individual teacher in ongoing units of study.

3. A team cooperatively can assess pupil achievement and thus learn from

each other as to diverse perceptions held about pupils as well as means

of evaluating learner progress.

4 Members in a teaching team may share ideas pertaining to (a)

arranging bulletin board displays, (b) various learning experiences avail-

able for pupils, (c) learning centers and open space education, (d)

programmed materials available for teaching, (e) learning packets

available for pupils, (f) pupils working on committees, (g)

processes of values clarification, (h) management systems in education,

and (i) behavior modification techniques.

The Professional Library

- 1 elementary._ ar.b,o.o/s_..shs:mid_ have space available and subscribe .to

17
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educational periodicals pertaining todupdating thp social studies and other

curriculum areas in the elementary school. Criteria to be utilized in selecting

professional priodicals for elementary teachers may be the following:

1. The journals contain articles which would guide teachers in doing a

. better job of teaching in the elementary school.

2. Manuscripts in reputable professional educational journals shoUld also

contain content pertaining to philosophies of education as well as to theories'

of learning.

3. Teachers, principals, and supervisors should cooperatively decide

which educational journals 'a given school should subscribe to.

4. Educational journals selected should have content which is clear to

'read and contain relevant content as. perc'eived by faculty members of a given

school.

The professional library for faculty members of an elementary school bust

contain the following facilities:

1. The professional journals are kept and clearly marked on open shelves.

2. Faculty members have easy access to these journals'in the school setting

or for home use.

'3. Facilities for reading journal articles are comfortable and attractive

for faculty members of an elementary school.

4. Participants in the professional library area have ample opportunities

to discuss and evaluilte innovative ideas in education.

The principal or supervisor of an elementary school should (a) introduce

selected jouinal articles to teachers, (b) discuss innovative content with

teachers, (c) encourage the use of recommended procedures in teaching and learning,

(d) attempt to increase hol.dings in tie professional library to include not only

reputable journals but also textbooks and audio -visual,media which may become

sources of content to improve the curriculum, (e) provide ample opportunities

I. 18
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'for teachers to engage in reading professional literature, and (f) be a

leader in inspiring teachers to improve all curriculUin areas in the

elementary school.

Involving Lay Citizens

4
The aid of lay citizens can be wisely used to improve the curriculum.

The following, among others, are ways to utilize lay citizens in improving the

curriculum:

1. Conducting a survey to determine what parents and others would feel

should go into developing an effective curriculum. Results froM the survey
4

should be evaluated in moving toward a more effective curriculum for all. learners.

2. Conducting meetings involving selected lay people to determine

purposes of the elementary school. Faculty members and lay citizens shiuld be

active participants at these meetings.

Micro-Teaching

Micro-teaching can give teachers valuable insight into the and skill

of teaching. Micro-teaching emphasizes standards such as the following to

improve the surriculum:

1. The lessons are short that teachers would teach, approximately five to

ten minutes.

2. Small numbers of pupils are utilized in teaching the short lessons.

3. The teachet tries out"a new teaching skill such as initiating a

lesson properly or ending a lesson in an effective manner. It .is important to

, -

video tape teaching performance inthese hidni-lessons.

4. A nonthreatenifig environment is necessary to try out a new teaching skill.

5. After practicing the teaching of a specific skill, the teacher alone

may assess the completed'teaching-learAing situation. Through the use of video

tape, the involved teacher and other evaluators may. givesuggestions to improve

'

es"
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the performance of a specific teaching skill. Following the evaluation, the

teacher may again practice the use of that particular teaching skill, such as

initiating a lesson properly.

6.' Skills that teachers could practice in micro-teaching situacions include

(a) beginning a lesson.appropriately to obtain the interests of pupils, (b)

using methods of teaching, (c) explaining content in a meaningful manner,

(d) developing the art of asking stimulating questions, (e) diagnosing needs of

individuals pupils, (f) helping pupils inductively and deductively perceive

purpose in learning, (15 guiding individual pupili to achieve continuous

progress,'(h) helping to identify problems, (i) ending's lesson in a

manner which maintains pupils interest, (j) stimulating pupils to develop

appropriate_hypotheses, (10 helping learners gather data from a variety of

reference sources, (1) guiding pupils in testing anclassessinghypotheses,, (m)

assisting pupils in achieveing a desirable sequence it learning; (n).evaluating.
.

pupil progress; and (o) utilizing nonverbal colimunication'Ufectively in

teaching-learning situations.

Thus, micro-teaching emphasized the practicing of specific teaching skills

in a nonthreatening manner. The duration of these lessontis short, lasting

perhaps, five to ten minutes. The number of pupils involved in these lessons

should be small, perhaps five or six involved learners. The use of video

tape provides a teacher with needed feedback to improve the performance of a

specific teaching skill.

In aummaiy
I

There are numerous ways available to improve the curriculum. Among these

approaches are the following: 4

1. Utilizing the workshop concept.
2. Implementing the faculty meeting concept.
3. Visiting innovative schools.
4. Using video tape in evaluating the quality of teaching.
5. Utilizing tape and cassette recorders in ongoing learning experiences.
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6. Conducting observational visits to the class setting.
7. Having a good professional library for faculty members.
3. Involving lay citizens in working toward curriculum improvement.
9. Using micro-teaching to improve the social studies currieulum.
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/Part TWG:- De'rnocracy in the Curriculum,

19

Democracy as a way of'life needs to, be stressed as a philosophy of education

in --Tenets pertaining to demoevettic Irving -would emphasize-

the following standards:

1. Pupils must develop attitudes
,

of respect toward other human beings.

Each person is to .be valued for his or her.own'uniqueness as well as

for sameness of traits inherent between and among individuals.:

3. Individuals, regardless of race, creed, or religion should have ample .

iffortunities to develop to his or her own optimum.

4. Ample learning experiences ust be provided whereby ligidividuals are

able to relate to each other in a positaiVe way.

Democratic living is an ideal and each individual may continually

move in the direction of .realizing these and related objectives more

fully.

Individuals differ from each other in degrees in terms of exhibiting

democratic behavior.
a

1

7. Pupils individually and in groups must have ample opportunities to

engage in ideritifying and attempting to solve realistic lifelike problems.
%

8. Learners personally and in committeestmust develop a set of values

which give directions and meaning to life.

9. Each pupil shouldbe guided in developing an adequate self- concept.

This is necessary so that each person may, exhibit responsible behavior

in society.

10. Pupils individually and in groups must develop a system of values

whereby problems and weaknesses in society are identified and attempts

made at remedying these deficienCies.

11. A relaxed environment in the schooland class setting is necessary so

that pupils May be.able to achieve at an optimal level in all facets of

22
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development.

12. Ample opportunities must be provided whereby pupils may engage in

decision making practices as to what to learn as well methods and

procedures to utilize in achieving these 'earnings.

Demociacy as a way of life in the school and class setting must not be

fused with the following:

4
41.

1. Pupils doing as they please with little or no respect for the rigiits of

others.

2. Little or no direction or guidance given by the teacher in teac!ng-

learning situations.

Pupils alone detbrmining objective, learning experiences, and assess-

mentAroceduresin the school curriculum.

4. A highly competitive environment where selected individuals are

winners while others le numerous situations involving failure.

5. The teacher alone,determining what pupils are to learn in a prescribed

manner and making it appear as if democratic procedures are being used

in the scdool setting.
S

A different extreme to be avoided in the school and class setting pertains

to the educational thinking of the autocratic teacher. The autocratic teacher

behaves according to methods and procedures in 'teaching such as the following:

I. Selects the objectives, learning experiences, and evaluation tech-

niques without regard for concerns and purposes of learners.

2. Believes strongly in teaching the basics only, such as reading,

writing, and arithmetic.

3. Strongly emphasizes rote learning and memorization as important

methods of teaching.

L. Does not stress the interests of pupils in ongoing learning experiences.

5. Has rigid rules of content for pupils to fol

23
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6. Expects pupils to sit quietly in neat rows during most of the school day.

7. Expects pupils to respond to teacher's questions .with exact rIllswers.

8. Loes not like to raise questions which require ciitical :And creative

thinking since this wastes valuable time in learning.

f

9. Reprimands pupils in fr,,nt of the class far minor misdeeds.

10. Feels that being strict in dealing with pupils is good teaching procedure.

11. Favors children from middle class homes more so than those that come

from lower income homes:

12. Frowns at children who speak nonstandard English.

13.- Feels. that, all pupils in 'a class must measure up to the desired standards

of the teacher. -

14. Disapproves of °committee work as being too noisy and unproductive.

15. Believes strongly in failirilg pupils if thy do not achieve Well on any

selected grade level. drib

16. Approves strongly in using textbooks and workbooks to provide most'4 of the

' learning activities for pupils.

Moving' Toward Democratic Mphools

There is mach that any school or entire school system can dq to move in the

direction of adopting democratic tenets in the class setting:

1. Faculty members of a school should '..)e aided in perceiving purpose in

studying democracy .as a way of life in school.

2. Criteria should be developed as to the meaning of democratic living in

the school setting.

Continuous revision of these standards is necessary as evidence warrants

making these changes.

14. Objectives for pupils to achieve should be formulated based on a demo-

cratic philosophy of life.

5. Learning experiences should be provided for pupils to achieve these

I
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desired objectives.

6. 'Frequent assessment should be in evidence to determine 'if learners have
.

realized stated goals Pertainineto democratic living in the school

settingt, :

.
.

Learning Experiences to Achieve Objectives

awe

The teacher must selectlearning activities carefully to have pupils acbieve4

objectives pertaining to democracy as a we* of life in the schooi settAAg.

1. The teacher, for example, in a unit on The Middle East might have pupils

select which committee to participate in such as in (a) developing a

relief map pertaining to that area of the world, (b) writing a repbrt on

developments leading to the Arab-Israelii.Frisis and dilemma, (c) pre-

paring a mural on agricultural products of the Middle East, (d) planning,

a "newscitsti! on related current affairs item 0e; (e) dramatizing a Security

Councial session and debate on the Arab-Israeli dilemma, and (f) devel-

oping a panel report on issues and events that led up to the present day

Middle East situation.' Pupils with teacher guidance could set up appro-

priate criteria for learners working on committees of their own choosing.

During and after committee work has been in operation, assessment pro-

cedures need to be utilized to determine if pupils have achieved objectives

pertaining to democracy in the school curriculum.

2. After several learners have completed reading library books of their own

-2 choosing on' the Middle East, they may in a small group discuss major ideas

gained from the reading activity. Respect for the thinking of others is

very important in small group activities.

3. A resource person having excellent knowledge of the Middle East area can

come to the class setting. Itvwould be excellent if the resource person

has selected audio-visual aids to use in the presentation. During the
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presentation, pupils may as

as possible answers to these

23

questions as well an present related content

identified problems. Pupils with teaeher

guidance should assess learner behavior In term of criteria pertaining, to

democratic living.

with teacher leadership could formulate standards of conduct for.
pupils in the class setting. Frequent, evaluatiOn of pupil behavior !ri

terms of these standards would be important. Th(standa.rds max need

modifichtion and revision as time goes on. New standards may need to be

added ai well as old standards; deleted.. Standlards of conduct 'developed

by pupi2s with teacher gul-eurra7may include (a) speaking politely to

others, (b) respecting the rights of 'others, (cAelping Dupils wtd nee:

help. '4) sharing materials.and equipment with others.:, (e).recogniting

one's responsibilities in a social setting (f) helping to keep the class:-

room neat and tidy, (g) developing skills of good human relations,. (h).

tolerating

(j) aiding

in life and

deeds and acts of others, (i) accepting the feelings of etbers,.

the less fortunate to receive their sliare)of the 'good things

(k) assisting the teacher to developing a good Iearninr .

enyironment.

In Summary

It is important for the school and class setting to emphatqze dlmorati;

tenets of living. Faculty members of an elementary schoel mist continually engage

in defining standards pertaining to democratic living Sr; tile school ani

setting. Democracy as a way of life must be seelrated, in definition w.tntratir

as well as anarchic methods of instruction in the ' school envirmmens,.

Learning activttirOs must be selected whieh will he3p relpile in achieving de.Firalle

objective:: pertaining to democraticiaiving. Frequent evaluation of

ment in terms of having achieved objectives cf dercratic livinp 1:e in

evilr.ncP.
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LEADERSHIP IN CURRICULUM DWLOPMENT

The instructional Mader needs to guide teachers, 6ounselors, and

other school workers to improve the curriculum. Improving the school

curriculumiis a very .broad objective4 to achieve. To become meantngful,

the concept "improving the curriculum" must be defined terms of specific

component parts. What then are majdr implications in the concept "int-

proving the curriculum" in guiding faculty members to eventually imple-

ment' improved objectives, learning experiences, and appraisal techniques

in the schoolpclass setting?

Improving the'Currielum

Inherent in the concept "improving the curriculum", selected gener-,

alizations seemingly are An evidence.' Thus pupils need to

1. perceive learnings gained as being r4levant in school and in

society,

2. have adequate background learnings sequentially related to new

content obtained.

3. understand what is being learned and attach meaning to these

learnings.

4. perceive purpose in'studyihg'selected contelt.

5. develop interest in ongoing lessons and unis of.study.

imhen
6. interact with different, kinds of learning experiences A

provinionAfor diverse learning styles.

2. achieve significant understandings, skills, and attitudinal ob-

jectives with inherent balance between and among these chosen ends.

8. interact with satisfying learning activities.

9, have adequate readiness experiences to benefit from new learning

28
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activities.

10,. experience a variety of activities-to provide for individual

differences.

These ten generalizations may well provide a recommended framework
ap 4

in working toward an improved curriculum for students in the school.-

class setting. This could be true even. if approaches, representing oppo-

site ends on a continuum, are utilized in teaching-.learning situations

such as the following:

1. programmed learning versus, open space education and learning

centers.
.

.

2. self-contained. classrooms versus team teaching.
.

3. flexible scheduling of diverse curriculum areas versus depart-

mentalization.
.1

41.

4. the use of teacher-determined behaviorally stated Objectives

versus pupils with teacher guidance selecting general objectives in on-

going lessons and units of study.

5. a basics or essentials in the curriculum emphasis as compered

to pupils being heavily involved in choosing what to learn as well as

the media of learning.

6. the use of basal texts in reading content versus individualized

reading approaches in diverse curriculum areas.

7. management systems of instruction versus developing the curriculum

involving input from teachers, principals, and supervisors.

8. heavy emphasis placed upon facts developed by pupils (e.g. addit-

ion, subtraction, multiplication, And division facts) as compared to em-

phasizing creative endeavors in the school and class setting (e.g. the

writing of prose and poetry).

9. accountability procedures in teaching versus more open ended

29



methods of appraising teacher and pupil effectiveness.
. .

-V'

10, criterion referenced supervision versus diverse approaches or
)

methods utilized in supervising instruction.,

Needed Clarifications

From the preceding discussion, it is quite obvious that further,

research or philosophical agreement needs to be emphasized to realize

paximum group consensus in educational procedures and, practices. TOus,

for example, in attempting to provide relevant. learnings for pupils (see

criterion onepertaining to-generalizations inherent in the concept uim-

proving the curriculum" on page one), a significant question arises as

to who should determine relevance in teaching-learning situations? The

teacher? The pupil? Pupils with teacher guidance? Textbook, writers?

Programmers? Needs assessment programs?:.

A further example pertaining to the need for clarity in achieving

more general consensus in educational thinking pertains to adequate back-

ground learnings sequentially arranged (criterion two on page one) for

learners. This may also be viewed from several perspectives. Should

the teacher determine these sequential lehrnings-for pupils? Or, should

the following individually or collectively belleavily .involved in deter-

mining this important facet of the currtculum: the pupil, pupils with

teacher direction, writers of educational materials, individuals who

specialize in writing programmed materials, or preparers of management

systems of instruction?

3 0
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INSERVaE'EDVUTiON AND. THE TEACHER

28

inservice -edUFAtPin.of staff members the settlng.hat,A,
,

.

of course, always been important%, 'Tk'i has been' true for the following

reasons:

1. teachers ,need continually to update their teaching skills

become professional'individuals
:St

to truly'

2. recommend.ed trenils in different curriculum areas continue to. be sub-
..,

ject to modification and change.

lot

,

3. pupils need to be guided to achieve optimal development in all facets
4

of development, such as inxellecfual, social, physical, and emotional growth.

Pore recently, inservice education of teachers has become increasingly
.

important due-to these trends in the

1. the accountability movement.
.

2. dissatisfactiowby the lay public in. teaching the bastes '-- reading,

school arena:
Ott !N4

writing, and arithmetic, init3rticular.'

3 new movementa in giiiita:tion;:suihas teetninkcenters-and open space.,.66

education, differentiated staffing, Measurable objectives,' Modular scheduling,
4

computer assisted instruction, dial access information retrieval systems;ind

=basement systems of instruction.

Teachers differ from each other in terms of perceived needs in the area

of inservice education,. Thus, inservice needs including the following may, be

identified by teachers:

1. handling discipline problems.

2. providing for learners of diverge achievement levels.

3. 'obtaining the interests of pupils in teaching-learning situations.

4. wading pupils in. becoming proficient readers in diverse curticulqm
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77;

,+...,

,stimulatinupuPilvin,deyeAopihg:an,inward
desire to learn.

6, selecting releviht objectives fox pupils to 'achieVe.

apPraising
leariler achievement effeptively.'

8. .i.equeneing-Narhings
for pupils.

9. using more open-ended strategies in teaching and learning.

10. utilizing a variety, ofjearning
activities in ongoing units of study.

Providing for Individual .Differences

Teachers do differ from each othei in terms of what is needed to develop

proficiency in the teaching'professioh.
The '`workshop" and "faculty meetinge

concepts to improve instruction have, no doubt, been
beneficial in many school

settings in improving the curriculum. Too often, however, the needs of the

group are stressed in ongoing workshops and'faculty meetings to improve the

curriculum. Little leeway then may have been available in these workshops and

faculty ,meetings to provide for individual differences among teachers in terms

of selecting relevant personal proklemg.to solve in teaching-learning situations.

To prOvide for individual differences -1n the area
of"inserVice.eddeation.,

teachers cooperatively'with principals
and superVisors may determine an approich

, for the former, to develop'
professionally in an optimal manner.

Thus, at the

beginning of a new school year, for example, the individual
teacher and an admin-

istrator may work out a plan for professional
growth of the instructor.

Depending upon the needs of the classroom teacher, a flexible plan such as

the following may be worked out pertainitg to inwnvice tasks to be completed

for the new school year:

1: visit a recommended class setting to observe differentiated staffing

in operation.

2. read ten journal' articles on alternative schools.
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'using procedures such as the:following:

1. having summary statements duplicated andhanded to teachers, the

principal, and the supervisor.

2. presenting a report to faculty members by giving salient ideas gained.

3: 'talking to teachers informally about relevant innovative procedures

a

in education.

4. inviting teachers to the class setting to notice innovative ideas

being utilized in teaching-learning situations.

The teacher pursuing four previously mentioned tasks pertaining to in-

service education;
evidently,' feels a need for

1. using the strengths of professionals in teaching-learning situations

w

:in the cla:sis Setting (visit*i'a class setting to observe differentiated,

staffing. in operation).

2. providing experiences foi pupils which harmonize with their needs,

interests, and purposes (alternative school concept).

3. helping learners develop increased proficiency in the teaching of

4

reading (attend state convention for reading instruction).

4. being able to work more effectively with selected learners'(study

,tnets of behavior modification).

Thus, each teacher may select the type of inservice education program

that would meet the needs and purposes of involved faculty members. The role

of the principal or supervisor in assisting teachers to determine the quality

of inservice education desired may include the following standards:
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1., clarifying with individual teachers possible areas in the school

* y4
. .

curriculum which c614444 strengthened.

2. 'd*Weing purpillePlIpAevativit ideas that might be implemented. in

4phe school and glass setting.

3. encouraging individual teachers 6 vide analyze, study, and ulti-

mately $mplement selected trends in the curriculum.

4. suggesting possible areas of'inserv/ce educOtion to teachers.

5. surveying problem areas identified in the school curriculum as

indicated by teachers and using the related data in the conference setting

with individual instructors.

6. respecting the thinking of teachers pertaining to areas of inservice

education.

In Summary

Teachers individually witkaupeFvIsory assistance may determine their

own areas of need in the area of inservice education. Thus, purpose is

involved fulfilling requirements in a personalized program of professional

rtaeirigrowth p iping to improving the curriculum.



OBJECTIVES THE .CURRICULUM

Educators, in degrees, disagree as to which objectives. pupils should a-

chieve in the curriculum. Teachers, principals, and supervisors need to study

and analyze diverse objectives for ultimate use in teaching-learning situations.

The kinds of objectives chosen need to

1. provide foi individual differences,

2. 'emphasize meaningful And understandable learnings,

3. provide for diverse interests possessed by learners in the class setting,

4. be purposeful in ongoing units of study.

Each pupil needs guidance to achieve optimally in the school curriculum.

Subjectf Matter Learnings in the Curriculum

There are educators advocating subject matter learnings receiving primary

emphasis in thecurriculum. Intellectual development of pupils may then receive

major attention rather than skills and attitudinal goals. To achieve ,subject

'betterjtobjectives, the teacher might assist pUpils.toachieve well utilizing

reputable basal textbooks, single or multiple series. Other activities, in-

volving the use of selected audio-visual aids, may be brought into teaching-..

learning situations,, as needed; to provide for each pupil. Ultimately, the

teacher thust evaluate to notice if pupils are acquiring relevant content.

Objectives reflecting vital subject matter for pupil acquisition should

1. contain significant facts, concepts, and generalizations,

2. emphasize what is useful to learn. Inert ideas should be4culled.

3. encompass recommended scope and sequence oecontent.

4. advocate a spiral curriculum. Thus, previously,gained subject matter

is met gain at a more complex level of understanding.

Learning activities to achieve objectives should also emphasize appropriate
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justifiable criteria. The activities may emphasize both inductive and deduc-

tive methods of instruction. Deduction is less time consuming, as a method,

compared to induction., Clear, concise explanations given by the teacher can
0

assist pupils to learn much subject matter. For a change of pace, inductive

methods should also be utilized. Thus, the teacher needs to become a proficient

asker of sequehtial questions to guide pupils to achieve relevant subject

matter. lid doubt, the most significant factor in teaching is to start where

each pupil presently is achieving. From then on, continual, optimal progress

is'an ideal for each pupil 'to achieve. The teacher needs to keep accurate

records to notice if sequential achievement in subject matter learnings is in

evidence for each learner.

To measure achievement in subject matter, the instructor might utilize

teacher written tests,(true-false, multiple choice, essay, matching, and com-

pletion items).

State wide and local district tests, in accountability system, might also 1.

be utilized to determine pupil acquisition of vital facts, concepts, and genet...

alizations.

Process Learnings in the Curriculum

There are selected educators advocating process rather than subject matter)

objectives receiving primary emphasis in the curriculum. The processeS tr:5htin-

elude

1. careful observation and accurate recording of what was observed.

2. classification of content and development of generalizations.

3. making comparisons and predicting outcomes.

4. creative thinking and critical thinking.

5. identifying problems, stating hypothesis, and testing hypotheses.
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6. cormunicating crintent clearly to 'others.

7. gathering data from a variety of reference sources.

-

4

4

Teachers, principals, and supervisors need to select vital processes for

pupils to achieve. The processes must have transfer value. The proceseesmay

then be utilized in diverse curriculum areas, as well, as in society. Sequen-

tial progress of learners needs to be in evidence in ongoing units of study.

A variety of audio-visuil aids, as well as reading materials, May be utilized

to assist pupils to achieve process goals.

To evaluate learner achievethent, the teacher needs to utilize observation

methieds. Thus, the teacher may evaluate if pupils, in.general, 'are achieving

process goals. Sulpect matter learnings are a by-product of achieved processes.

An inherent assumption is if appropriate processes are in evidence, accurate

subject matter learnings will also be revealed by pupils. . Processes acquired

6 pupils are not specifically measurable It would be ridiculous to talk a. .

bout a pupil developing VA proficiency in making careful observations or a

-
.learner recording what has been observed with 95. accuracy. However, in gen-

1

eral, the teacher may observe if a Pupil, is increasing profic bserv-
8.

ing and recording observations more so presently, as compared to arlier inter-
,

,

vals of time.

In Conclusion

Should subject matter or processes be emphasized larAly in teaching'

learning situations? (Or, is compatibility possible? Cprtainly, a teacher may

emphasize one of the categories more than the bther.ih ongoing unitsf study.

!,)

However, process goals might also be stressed to guide ldarners to acquire

relevant subject matter.

:
.. .. .f ,__...., ;
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CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT

Each school needs to prow quality objectives, learning activities, and ev#1-

uation procedures to:guide each .earner to achieve optimally. What might faculty.

members in a school do to improve each curriculum area?

Use of a Variety of Media

Each pupil possesses a unique style of learning. Thus, it bc,hooves the

teacher to attempt to discover which methods of teaching will optimally benefit

any given learner. The following, among.others, are recognized as being positive

in the field of educational methodology:

1. reading to acquire knowledge, concepts, and geperalizations.
Abstract content is then being emphasized in teaching and
learning.

D

viewing audio-visual materials. Filmstrips, slides, films,
study prints, illustrations, drawings, and transparencies
may be utilized by learpers,to secure needed information.
Semi-concrete experiences are thn being emphasized'in on-
going lessons. and units.

utilizing.realia in achieving stated o ectives in e curri-

, culum. Students may then experience obj cts, m..els,
excursions, demonstrations, and other con materials in

teaching-learning situations.
Ir.

To be sure, all learning acquired needs ultimately to become abstract in

nature. Thus, listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills need to be devel-

oped optimaLly within each learner.' These four vocabularies are utilized contin-

ually in the adult world invesociety. They are also utilized by students in the

societal arena. Each pupil then needs to experience the abstract integrated with

the semi-concrete and the concrete. Respect for each student's learning

style needs to be in evidence. Thus, for a pupil revealing a preference for

concrete experiences in the curriculum, the teacher needs to utilize in lessons

and units, an adequate number of realia. Or, a student that prefers the semi-

concrete as a major method of learning needs to experience an adequate number of

activities. stressing visual and related auditory means. These awdio-visual
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activities do not directly represent reality, nor have they moved entirely in the

direction of being symbolic. The talented .land gifted student may prefer abstract

experiences in ongoing lessons and units and, thus needs to experiiTce numerous

. reading, wriing, listening, and speaking activities.

Use of Differentiated Staffing

The talents and skills of each person in the school'setting need to be uti-

lied in teaching and learning. Teachers, supervisors, administrators,

secretaries, and teacher aids possess knowledge and skills which might be shared

with students as the content and abilities relate to ongoing school and class

experiences. Lay people in the community also may possess specialties which need

integration with the curriculum.

In an era of knowledg ex21pItial, it is difficult for any one teacher to

possess that which represents optimal, achievement.in each and every learning

activity provided for pupils. It behooves the faculty and staff of a school to

have a listing of current specialties possessed by knowledgable individuals.

These individuals may have concrete and semi-concrete materials to go along with

their pesentationrelated to a specific lesson or unit in the classroom. The

resource person must be able to present content on the understanding level of

learners and stimulate further interest in learning. lf, for example, a resource

person has much knowledge in the area of rocks and minerals, perhaps the subject

matter needs to be shared with learners in an ongoing science unit containing the

title of "Rocks and Minerals.",

Use of Inductive Methods of Teaching

Induction, as methodology, is receiving considerable emphasis in curriculum

development. To utilize inductive methods, the teacher need: to guide learners

to select relevant problem areas and work in the direction of solving identi-

fied problems. A variety of reference sources may be utili:ed by students to
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aectAiire needed subject matter to solve problems. Thp student then :vv.

cific content in attempting to solve one or more problems. Fri.* the specific. then.

to the general-Tepresents induction or learning by dis-...ovtry method.

The teacher needs to guide pupils to locate problems and utili:e subject

matter, not as an end, but as a means to an end. that s to solveimblelnatic

situation's: The leacher no longer is a lecturer or expininer of car:tent. .1.1-er

the teacher stimulates, motivates, and encourages learners to pursue the solution.

ofpioblems perceived purposeful by the involcHed student. Intrinsically, pupils.

attain subjeet,matter directly related to the 'solving of prottlems. Interest in

securing subject matter provides effort need-d in learning. To reward learning,

extrinsic motivation is not needed such as pries (primar ". reinforcers) and tans

(secondary reinforcers) which-may,be exchanged for a specific. prize.' A minimal

amount of explaining at necessary intervalsmieht.welf spur learners on to Mit'

needed discoveries and thus use induction as a method of teaching and learning. .

Depth versus Survey Methods of teaching and 1..earning

Educators, in general, recommend depth understanding be eriphasi:ed in guiding

pupils to attain relevant goals. To attain each fact, concept, and generali:.4tion

in depth, pupils need to experience a variety of methds, media, and experiences.

Sul-vying any one fact, concept, and-generali:ation might well hinder pupi:s frog..

attaching meaning to that which has been learned. For adequate retention to occur,

pupils individually need to understand and attach meaning to eAch under4;tanng

(icquIsition of sutject matter ), 0:111 (beoming profilent in 11._enin

readirg, and writing abilities) as well as atttudnalk,val, appreciations, and

goal. An adequate amount of time or tas for eas:;.! learrt-r r,cjs to t,e

to has in an) one ohjecti I P. a

!,!e.aning theory is highly relevant to emphasize in ary given learn:ni:

fur rup:Is. Each lesson and each unit tut ccain c7Yperier

?.
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1. Instruetional management systems (IMS). Te:.chers and super-'
visors need to identify for a .semester or an entire school
year, measurable objectives for learners to attain in each
academic area. Generally, there are a minimal number that
pupils on any grade level need to achieve before being
promoted to thenext sequential grade level at the end of
the school year. Pupils, not achieving the minimal number
for a grade levkl within a school year, need to complete
remaining ends before being promoted to the next grade level.
Talented pupils, of course, need to be challenged toachieve
more objectives than the minimal required for completing
the reuirements for any grade level..,,

WP

''artery learning. Teachers, prior to teaching, identify
vital precise goals for pupils, to achieve. The teacher. then
selects relevant activities to assist pupils individually to
achieve theobjective. if the involved pupil reveals an
objective has been attained, he/she is then ready to achieve
the next sequential cbjeZtive. A learner who does not achieve-
an cbjective may well need a different teaching-strategy
until str,xess.ingeai-alkainment Is in evidence.

I

3. Individually Prescribed '.nstruction (IPI). With the.uti-
lization of'Irl, measuraely,stated objectives are ,written
prior to instruction. The specific ends nee --lets written

for at least one semester and preferably for an entive school
year prior to their implementation.'

Eaeh pupil is pretested on a reasonable number of the measurably stated ends.

Thus, pupils need not have learning actiiities pertaining to those goals already
woe

gttalned. Rather, the teacher prescribes a learning activitti based on the first

no, precise end to be achieved by the 'involved pupil. After instruction, the

teacher mea,ures if the learner has been successful in goal attainment. If so, the

teacher Ihon prescribes an experience for the learner to achieve the next sequen-

tial end, If a pupil has not achieved the aim, a new pvescript ion is given to

ald in the puril hems Successful in a.zhieving the stated measurable goal.

In Conclusion

;71novative procedures emphasized in teaching-learning situations.

zon ,ds appraising in terms of-providing for individual optimal pupil

pupils, indlI i dualiy, may attach Interest, meaning, and purpose to

c-i-crit-ncvs within diverse lessons and units of study.
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Teachers and admihistrers,are concerned about the quality of dis-

cipline in the school/class setting. There is fear that learneri may and

do get out of hand. Learning on the wait of students is hindered. The

quality of education then goes downhill.

Toward the other end of the continuum, discipline may be excessively

strict! Students axe. reluctant to be active participants in ongoing

experiences. Less creativity is in evidence then from students. It

appears that a Golden Mean Mould be emphasized in disApline. Thus, an

environment can be excessively permissive. Or, strictness as a concept

is being emphasized rather than are students truly learning and achieving.

The Psychology Of Learning

There are selected principles of learning which need emphasis in the

curriculum. Otherwise discipline problems might arise due to ineffective,

methods of teaching and learning being emphasized in ongoing units of study.

1. Purpose in Learning

The teacher needs to develop or maintain purpose for learning within

pupils. Pupils may learn very little from ongoing learning activities if

they "see" Little or no purpose in what is being learned. Learners must

sense a reason for learning selected facts, concepts, and generalizations.

Too frequently .the classroom teacher has merely assigned a certain number

of pages for pupils to read from a textbook-with no readiness activities

involving purpose for reading. The teacher, perhaps, merely stated the

following: "read pager 110 to 113 for tomorrow and answer questions five,

six, and seven at the ead of the chapter." It is no wonder that many,

learners fail to sense purpose for reading.
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If pupils are to read content from a basal reader, for example, the

teacher can guide pupils in a discussion pertaining to the related pictures

in the textbook. Pictures from the teaFher's file could also be utilized.

As these pictures are being discussed, the teacher could print the related

new words on the chalkboard that pupils will he encountering in their

reading. These words should be pitnted in neat manuscript style and

their meaning discussed. Pupils can then obtain a mental image of these

words from the chalkboard and utilize these learflings in recognizing new

words which they will meet in print. They should also be able to recall the

meanings of the new words when reading so that meaningful learning may

take place. As the pictures and related new words are being discussed,

pupils should ask questions and identify problem areas.. Pupils can then

read to find information to answer these questions or problem areas. Thus,

a purpose is involved in learning than if no reasons exist for participating

.n a given learning activity.

2. Interest in Learning

It is important for teachers to select learning activities which capture

the interests of pupils. Pupils should learn more if they are interested

in a given learning activity as compared to having a lack of interest. Too

often, teachers have not cansiderid the interests of pupils when selecting

appoopriate learning activities. Thus, learners do not achieve to their

optimum. The teacher can construct an interest inventory whereby pupils can

respond in checking what is of interest to them. For example, on this interest

inventory, all pupils could check their hobby or hobbies from those listed

by the teacher. Space should be left for writing in their hobby or hobbies

if they are not listed. Hobbies which pupils have can become a definite

part of ongoing learning activities in a given unit. For example, stamps

from a collection, pertaiiing to a unit of study on Great Britain, can become
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a part of the learning activities on that country. Or, a rock collection

could become a definite part of A science unit pertaining to the changing

surface of the earth.' On the interest 'inventory, some pupils may indicate
o

positiv'e attitudes toward listening to music of other lands. Certainly

these musical recordings can, be brpught into selected social studies units

when they relate to the nations or areas of the world being studied. Teachers

need to study various interest inventories And develop an instrument which

would give data tan ways of capturing the interests of pupils.

Pupils, generally, will show little interest in a given learning activity

which is excessively complex. For exemple, pupils who read will below grade

level will not be interested in reading content from books which are written

for the grade level they are presently in.' The words, terms, and.ideas being

presented from these textbooks will not be on the understanding level of

pupils. Thus, interest in learning will lag. Nor will talented and gifted

learners generally be interested in,contert which is written well below

their present achievement level in reading. These learners will generally

be bored and feel a lack of challenge in learning activities which have

excessively low standards.

Some learning activities have a tendency to capture pupils interest

more as compared to other kinds of activities. Well selected films, film-

strips, pictures, slides, excursions, and records can generate much pupil

interest if properly introduced. Pupils from different achievement lev.els

in a group can generally benefit from these learning activities. They

can interpret and gain content on different achievement levels.

Learning activities involving discussions can make for a lack of

interest on the part of learners if the ideas being discussed contain
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excessively difficult vocabulary terms ,which learners do not understand or

if the discussion activity is carried on for too long a period of time.

3. 'Meaning Attached to Learning *

'T benefit adequately 'from ongoing learning activities, pupils need to

understand that Which is being learned. Too frequently,' pupils have Memorized

facts, statements, and conclusions without really understanding or attaching

'meaning to what has'been learned. 0r pupils have memorized content for a

test resulting in a rapid rate of forgetting. If pupils attach meaning to

what has been learned, an improved &retention rate should thus result,

All teacher's should be highly interested in having pupils retain as much as

possible of what has been learned.

For learning to be meaningful for pupils, the teacher must assess the

learner in terms of his present achievement level. .Tbus, in initiating or

introducing a unit, the teacher Should develop some kind of pretest which

will assist in determining present achievement levels of pupils. This could

involve the use.' of a variety of evaluation techniques. Paper7peneil tests

could be used as well as discussions. Not all evaluation, of course, should

be, done through the use of paper-pentil tests. Tests such as these will not

adequately measure how well pupils can utilize a microscope in science er how

well pupils can construct and make models related to ongoing social studies

units.

Once pupils have been pretested, the teacher needs to adjust objectives

in a unit o study. The-objectivesshould then_te attainable for pupils.

Careful selection of learning activities or determining an appropriate-

instructional sequence for learners is then important. If the objectives

are too difficult for pupils to realize, meaningful learnings will then

not occur. Learning activities which are too difficult for pupils make for
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a lack of meaningful learnings on the part of children. The teacher needs .

to pay careful attention to proper sequence when pupils are pursuing ongoing

learning activities. The teacher nay "jump" too far ahem& of pupils.if care-
,

fill attention is not paid to proper sequence in ongoing learning activities.

The other extreme in sequence could pertain to the teacher duplicating

what learners already have mastered Or learned in previous units of study.

Thus, it is *portant ihat the teacher think in terms of good sequence

when providing learning activities for pupils.

The teacher can 1Wmisled in providing for meaningful learning activ-

ities for pupils if the type of pretest utilized is not in harmony with the

leirrier's present achievement level. For example, a first grade pupil wiil

not reveal present achievement levels, generally, if' he were asked to real'

and respond to complex true-false, multiple-choice, completion,or matching

items. Each cWd must be pretested using an appropriate evaluation technique

which is in harmony with Child growth ad development characteristics.

4. Motivating the Learner

Pupils who lack motivation will not have the necessary enel4y level

to become actively involved and benefit fully from ongoing learning activities.

The teacher must think of strategies which assist learners to achieve to their

optimum due to appropriate motivation. Forcing learners to memorize a

given set of facts, generally, would make for situations where learners lack

motivation. In some situations, teachers want to depend upon scolding or

embarrassing learners in order to "encourage" learning. Sooner or later,

teachers discover that under such circumstances pupils learn to dislike

learning, teachers, as well as the school as an inst;tution. Pupils may
C.

come to the conslusion that school is an unhappy place and learning is
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something to be shunned. A few teachers still feel that pupils learn only

when they are forced to and that learning occurs.only in situations involving

drudgery. These teachers may think and feel that learning cannot be enjoyable

for children and in their deeds emphasizes that "learning" can come abOut

largely when experiences for children are made unpleasant through regurg-

itation of facts, rote learning, and drill.

The teacher rather needs to think of stimulating pupils so that an

inward desire to learn will result. A good bulletin board developed'at

different, intervals when units are taught can do much to assist pu:ills in

asking questions whereby a desire exists to get data in answer to these

questions. In developing these bulletin board displays, the teacher needs

to think of possible questions pupils may raise pertaining to the pictures

contained thereon. Can the bulletin board dispity help deve'op an inward

.desire to learn on the part of pupils? This question needs to be answered

in the affirmative by classroom teachers. The teacher can also develop,

interesting.learning centers pertaining to different.units of study. This

should assist learners in identifying important problem areas thus motivating

pupils in developing an inward desire to learn. The teacher can also

utilize films and filmstrips settlining content which would stim-

ulate pupil curiosity. Learning activities need to be selected carefully by

teachers so that pupil motivation for learning will be at its optimum.

Methods of Disciplining Students

rt effective methodology has been utilized in teaching students and

discipline prOblems persist, which alternatives are available to the teacher

and administrator?

1. Using reinforcement tactics. Reinforcement emphasizes using praise,
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prizes, free time, tokens to exchange for prizes, notes of commendation,

recognition in all school assemblies, badges, and ,certificates for improved

learner performance. The teacher neas,to determine the amount any student

needs to learn and communicate this to involved PAarners, prior to any given

learning 'opportunities. Thus, if it is reasonable for'a learner to spell

fifty words correctly within a given time interval, what will be the reward?

Or, if 'a student does not disturb others within a specific interval of time,

which reinforcement tactic will be utilized? Each learner needs to know what

to achieve within a time interval in order to receive an award or prize. In

a precise and clear manner, the teacher needs to communicate what is desired

from each student in order that the latter may work in the direction of

receiving positive reinforcement.

Biehlerl wrote the following involving reinforcement theory (S-R view

and the thinking of B. P. Skinner):

The underlying philosophy of the S-R view stresses that
scientists have been most successful when they have traced
the causes of events and have found ways to alter behavior in
predictable ways. To apply science to human behavior, there-
fore, Skinner argues that we must constantly analyie causes.
If we can discover what makes people behave in a desirable man-
ner, we should be able to arrange conditions to produce that

kind of behavior. If we do not search for causes and attempt
to arrange experiences, we will leave things to ;Charlet. In an

uncontrolled situation some lucky individuals will have a favor-
able chain of experiences that will equip them with, desirable
attitudes, and skills; others will suffer en unfortunate series
of experiences that will lead to difficulties and grief. In a

controlled situation it may be possible to arrange experiences
so that almost everyone acquires desirable traits and abilities.

Even if you feel a bit uncomfortable about the idea that

human behavior is shaped by experiences over which the indivi-

dual has incomplete control, Skinner arguesthat you will be a

better teacher if you endorse this assumption. If you reject
the proposal completely, you may not become aware of how you

are influencing your pupils in undesirable ways, and you may

TRobert P. Biehier, Psychology Applied to Teaching. Third Edition. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 1978, page 229.
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fail to arrange experiences that could benefit them. S-R theo-
rists stress the point that what you do as a teacher-whether
you acknowledge the fact or not-is going to have an impact on
your students. Therefore, they recommend, that you make syste-
matic efforts to influence student behavior in efficient, con-
sistent, and positive ways.

2. Using satiation methods. If a disruption occurs in the classroom,

the teacher may in an objective manner have the involved learner demonstrate

for an interval of time the disruptive behavioL'. The assumption here is that

the student will become tired of exhibiting negative behavior. It may not

be as enjoyable to perform what is negative when the student is encouraged

an open manner to do so. Generally, the pleasures of perforiing disruptive

behavior involves doing what the teacher disapproves of.

Thus, if two students have passed notes to each other during class time,

they may be encouraged to do so during an interval of time so that classmates

may observe the ensuing behavior. Hopefully, the involved students will not

engage in the disruptive behavior in the future, i.e. passing notes during

class time. The joy of doing so may be eliminated through satiation methods.

If satiation methods do,not appear to work, other means of dilciplining

learners need to be utilized, Learners tend to exhibit those behaviors which

appear to'reward the personal self. There is no one proven method which

works for all students in the area of discipline.

3. Using student-teacher planning. Each class of learners with teacher

guidance may develop classroom standards of behavior. Each criteria needs

to be appraised in terms of developing recommended standards of behavior with-

.,

in students... Thus, is the discussed criteria too lenient? Or, is it exces-

sively stringent whereby harmful side effects could occur? It truly is a
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problem solving situation to develop.recimmended standards of behavior...

After the criteria have been developed in a meaningful manner, they

need implementation. if a learner breaks a rule, the class needs to discuss

what the consequences oi the.infracture area .Should the adopted-criteria__

not work, students with teacher guidance need to develop modified or new
. i

di-
standatql. Each standard is a hypothesis to be tested in the classroom setting.

k....)1
The consequences of any one standard is terc in tion in the classroom.

setting. Only if the consequences are negative, should a criteria be revised.

What is good in terms of standards is that which works in action.
,

What is not'
,

effective produces nonworkahle results.. The world of experience is the-real

world. What exists in the experibeed world is not stable nor static, but

changes. With change, new problems arise. These"problems need identificatilim

and related solutions sought. Solutions are tentative and subjeit to change,

if evidence warrants.

Preston and Hermann2 wrote:

Group formulation of rules or standards is desirable ("only

four.chirdren may be at the reference table at a time"; "commit-
tees atwork-keep your voices low"; and so oil). There is evidence
that children even as young as kindergarten age can participate in

making and helping maintain rules.
Students should understand that the purpose of abiding by

rules is t toplease or ingratiate the teacher, but to create

the kind of classroom in 'which learning can take place. Once the

rules are made, discussed, and accepted, they should be posted and

frequently referred to. The teacher should encourage the pupils
to improve or add to them as the year proceeds.

4. Using modeling. The teacher may properly introduce and show a film

to learners in which quality ideals in discipline are being emphasized. The

C. Preston and Wayne Herman, Jr. Teaching Social Studies in the Ele-

mentary School. Fifth edition. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1981,

page 108.
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content in the film should be realistic and not reprOent unachievable %tan-

dards. Ultimately, the subject matter in the film may be discussed within-

volved leafters. The purpose of the film is tb -present positive models for

students to emulate. Eacil student models himself/herself after other admired

individuals.

The teacher may also piaise one or more students by flame for exhibiting.

appropriate behaviors (reinforcement theory). The rewarded learners provide

models for others to imitate. The more prestigious thi mod41, the more likely

others will attempt to emulate that ideal. Notice in either example pro-
.

vided above, the teacher did not force the model on learners. Rather, the

model is there for observation., imitation, and emulation.

Woolfolk and fcolich3 wrote the following examples of modeling:

1 Model those behaviors you want your students to learn.
EXAMPLES: Show enthusiasm for the subject you teach.

Be willing to demonstrate the tasks you expect
the students to perform.

Use peers as models
EXAMPLES: In group work pair students who do tell with those

who are having di
6 iAsk students to

a small group.
3. Make sure that students see

inforcement for others.
EXAMPLES: Point'out the connection n between positive behavior

and positive coniequ ces in stories.
When a siudent is cis ehaving, try to find another

student near by who c be reinforced for behaving

more appropriately.

iculties
lain lessons to the class or to

hat positive-behaviors lead to re-*

I ary

There are numerous mean available

prevent or minimize fdiscipline problems.

to teachers and administratbrs o

First of all each teacher nee

3Anita E. Woolfolk and Lorraine McCune Nicolich. Eacationai Psychology

for Teachers. Englewood Cliffs, New Jerser: rentice Hall, Inc., 1980,

page 149.
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to appraise the quality of his/her teaching in text of recommended cri-

teria from the psychology of learning. Discipline problems, of course,

might arise if the teacher is not providing for individual differences.

After individual differences have been provided for adequately and

problems in student behavior are still in evidence, the teacher may try:

I. Reinforcement tactics by rewarding positivelearner behavior._ ,.

2. Studenteachen planning of standards of conduct in the class-

room setting.

3. Satiation methods to convince learners that negative behavior

can be emphasized until the involved student becomes tired, of its sahib

ition.

4. Modeling desired behavior using audio-visual materials or quality

student behavior in the classroom.
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SCHOOLS or THE FUTURE

There is considerable criticism of publiP education. However, there is

little agreement about how to bring to frJitit:m disired changes in education.

The writer in the balance of this paper will analyze proposed positions

for change in the public schools.

The Basics in the Curriculum,

Lay people and selected educators advocate the basics-reading, writing,

and arithmetic be taught in the public school. The crteicism implies that the

above named three is had not been emphasized previously. This certainly
.

cannot be proven. It would be exceedingly difficult to teach without reading,

writing, and arithmetic as building blocks in the curriculum.

To advocate a 3 r's curriculum only, would be very narrow indeed.

There certainly are additional bodies of knowledge that learners need to

experience in depth. I will mention a few. We tn an era of conflict

between and among nations The Palestinian Arabs versus Israel represer.sts

.a dilemma in the land formerly called Palestine. Lebanon, prior to 1975

a generally peaceful nation, is now literally torn apart by factional groups

in that nation. These opposing sides inclilde the Shiites (Nabih Berri as

leader) and the Oruzes (Wand Jumblatt as leader) versus the Christian

Phalange (Amin Gemarel, president of Lebanon as leader). Nations outside of

Lebanon are also involved in the dispute-Israel versus Syria. In the Middle'

East also, Iraq versus Iran are at loggerheads, each being an oil rich-nation.

The Middle East is just one region in the world that is filled with

tensions, war, anjoppositions, in addition to numerous other regions in the,

world. Thus, social studies, in addition to title 3 r's becomes a highly

significant academic area.
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Aletl, science is a very important part of ,the total school curriculum.

We liqe ih d world of science. Continual improvements in air, land, and water

transpertation are with us. The life span and the quality of life of nest human

beings has increased from past years. medical science, has conquered deadly

diseases in the write s own lifetime, such as infantile paralysis. This deadly

and disabling disease hardly is mentioned today as a source of any dread or

anttet:... Increased technology and improved procedures are being found for,

miniolzing two still dreaded diseased (heart attacks with its coronary bipasses

and cancer with chemotherapy and radiation treatmentst.

Additional relevant items in the world of science include pollut'on in

its diverse forms (air, land, water, and noise), ecology and the environment,

,preservation of wildlife, conservation of natural resources including land

erosion, automation, computer and handheld calcul.tors,:as well as nuclear

weapons and power plants,

Other vital curriculum areas are music, art, and physital education.

Certainly the study and appreciation of music and art adds meaning to life in

the aesthetic dimensions. The writer feels that it certainly may be true in

degrees °without a song this day would never end," Physical education programs,

OMOA9 other objectives, should guide learners to develop healthy minds within

healthy bodies.

It is quite obvious that a basics curriculum is too narrow in scope and

tew-, pot provide apportunities adequately to love life and benefit of the fullness

0ip
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God and the Public Schools

Itundamentalist miolsters, as well as senators, representatives.
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public schools. Thus, public schools have difficulties with drug abuse, arson,

thievery, and discipline.

The United States Supreme Court in 1963 in the court case of Schempp

versus Abington Township High School (Pennsylvania) ruled Bible reading and

prayer unconstitutional in the public schools.

Another issue has been the "equal access" concept whereby public school

facilities could be open to religious groups when classes are nut NI session.

Numerous lay citizens and governmental officials favor "equal access."

It appears as if the movement is very strong in attemptinto bring re-

ligion back into the public schools.

It almost sounds as if God punishes the public schools if prayer, Bible

study, and equal access is minimized or omitted. According to critics of the

public stbools, the end result has been drug abuse, discipline problems, and

other evils mentioned previously. Little mention is made of the greater evils

existing in society,'such as murder, rape, armed robbery, and drub importation

by dealers making a fortune. A publit school can not .be separated from what

happens in society. Thus, an Immaculate enviromment is not possible in the

school setting. Certainly, teachers and administrators must try to dottbe

best possible to provide the best curriculum possible for each student. How;

ever, society must realize its responsibility in curbing that which is unde-

sirable.

To what extent supporters of religion in the public schools wish to have

their philosophies and beliefs stressed is not known precisely. Jerry Falwell

and Greg Dixon, both ministers and from the Moral Majority, believe that God

has been left out of the public schools. The end result; they believe, has

been a lack of Christian ethics in the schools. The writer wonders. if funda-

mentalists believe that God is punishing the public schools for their beliefs

the. the Supernatural ahs been omitted from the classroom. That makes God a'

-v,ndIct)ve being.
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Fundamentalist ministers, too,. are-very strong. in advocating the buildup

of nuclear weapons and armaments in general, a no negotiation stance with the

Societ Union, deployment of missiles against the major enemy, traditional

patriotism mixed with Christianity, and a strong capitalistic stance in the

economic arena.

The threat of war remains with us all. A super-power confrontation in its

ultimate benefits no person. Building up the arms race is costly and a negative

way of dealing with conflicts. The United States is a pluralistic nation of

diverse religious groups and not Christian only. A heavy emphasis upon

capitalism in its present form as being the correct economic system leaves

many individuals out of the mainstream of society. Too much poverty can then

be an end result as well as the extremely wealthy occuring vast benefits.

In the United States, parents with adequate income can send their offspring

to parochial schools where religious teachings can predominate or have strong

emphasis.

Humanism in the Curriculum

Humanism, as a psychology and philosophy of education, has almost been

forgotten. During the early 1970's, it made great inroads into the American

public schools. Students than were encouraged to work at diverse learning

centers and make sequential choices as to which tasks (learning activities)

to pursue. Students then had opportunities to choose the tasks to interact with.

The teacher carefully plans the materials and learning activities for each learn-

ing activities for each learning center.; however, the student chooses which

tasks to complete, sequentially and which to omit. An adequate number of learning

activities then need to be in evidence so that the student may choose tasks and

yet remain purposefully occupied cctinuously.

TS.
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A complaint pertaining to humanism was that pupils may not choose the basics

or 3 r's to learn. It is truly difficult to know what comprises the basics.

Also, which skills students need to learn in ordel. to truly be successful in

society are complex to identify. Even presently, it is not easy to decide

upon what students should learn in school in order to achieve well in society.

A famous American educator recently was quoted as saying that most course work

in vocationalTtechnical education becomes absolete by the time students obtain

a job lifter high school graduation. The writer definitely would not agree with

. that statement. Much can be said in favor, of vocational-technical education

pri the secondary level to assist each student to achieve as muchsas possible.

Students differ from each other in many ways, and a subject centered basics

education does not met the needs of .numerous students. A practical education

would harmonize more with the abilities, needs, and Interests of vocationally

oriented pupils.

Vocational Education

Vocational education is a tradition in the United States. In colonial

,America, 0 early as the 1630's, poor children were taken from homes where a

trade was not taught. These dhitdren might then work as apprentices. They
.

could learn trades, such as becoming a cooper, a wheelwright, a carpenter,

or a shipbuilder. The goal was to have young people learn to support them-

selves and not be dependent upon the welfare Of others in society.

In 1917, The Smith Hughes Act was passed into law into the United States.

This law provided federal, money to support vocational education in public

high schools. There seemingly has always been a need in the United States to

emphasize training students on the secondary level for jobs. An academic

curriculum does not meet the needs and abilities of many high school students.



Educating these students tilohg the'Vbtaiional arena h is `iis holding p6we'r

for numerous secondary students. Training for skills in the world of work

meets tne Personal needs of selected students. The business' sector benefits

from such education being provided for seconda6cstudents. There are definite
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objectives, involving understandings,Iskills, and attitudinal goals, that

vocational education students need t/b achieve in career education.

The National Commission for Excellence in Education (NCEE) in 1983

advocated a strong academic curriculum be required for high school students.

Thus, each pupil, according to NCEE, should be required to take four years of

English, and three years each of science, mathematics, and social studies.

Little was mentioned about the significance of vocational education. Bastcally,

vocational education was omitted from the NCEE report. And yet, vocational

education has a long history and tradition in the United States.

There are certain questions which need raising about the WCEE report..

These include:

1. Are four years of English and three years each of social studies, and

mathematics that important for all high schoor'students? The academic track

then becomes superior to vocational education.

2. What about the quality of these courses in the secondary'curriculum?

Certainly, quantity, the adding on of courses is not the only way-to improve

the curriculum for students. If the quality of teaching is lacking in.English,

social studies, science, and/or mathematics, required classes could be

a disa.ster for numerous students. The dropout rate would then be magnified,

and even greater unwarranted criticisms could be hurled at teachers in the

public schools.

The NCEE report also advocated lengthening the school day to seven hours

instead of the usual six, and extend the-school year to 220 days. Again, the

add on approach, rather than quality, is being stressed. "The more the
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... the school day and year is lengthened, the more a student will achieve tseems
.

.

to .b2 'the emphasized slogan. Seemingly the slogan "time on task presently

being emphasized in the United States appears to mean the more time given to

teaching

anY academic-areas the-higher the achievement of students will be

Many slogans have been stressed in United States history, such as "Remember the

Maine," "Remember the Alamo," among others, to develop feelings of emotion

among people in supporting. wars. Slogans seem to abound in American education.

.Whether "time on task" is a sloganAo generate emotionalfervor or whether it

truly is based on reason and/or research remains to be seen.

The writer would like to suggest the slogan, "Donq forget vocational

ucation and its values" in the school currtculum.

Multi-cultural Education and the Curriculum

. .

numeiius a dirlatiiliieirphiliti riftb-vintillteilifteorstudents
studying and Interacting with diverse cultures in the United States. There

certainly is a weakness in multi-cultural education in the United States. Stereo-

types and predjudices are in emphasis In daily newspapers*, weekly newsmagazines.

textbooks, and other reference sources. or example, Palesttnian Arebs are

generally protrayed as being violent, guerillas, innately wicked, and wanting

war. The writer taught for two years on the West Bank of the Jordan River,

which was formerly called Palestine, and then a part of the Hashemite Kingdom

of the Jordan. He taught Palestinian Arab students largely. The Palestinians

were indeed genial, kind, and very respectful. The writer must say in all hon-

esty the Palestinians he experienced were quite opposite of what is portrayed

c'merican newsmedia and textbooks. He also whitewashed homes and caves of

Palestinian refugees in Bethany. Being a refugee, and there are many, many

Palestinian refugees, is indeed a tragedy.Homes, land, and property had been
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in and of itself. And yet, these refugees were respectful to Americans in that

-Holy Lord area. The writer often Wondered why these Palestinians maintained

poise toward the United States when human rights in all of their dithensions

were violated by a nation claiming to be a champion of human rights!

Thus, it is imperative that concepts, such as "violent," "guerrilla,"

"terrorists," "warmongers," among other loaded concepts be evaluated by stu-

dents with teacher guidance in the school curriculum. Or, would teachers have

been so indoctrinated by the newsmedia1that a certain group of people in society

would btlabeled.asteing inherently evil and wicked?

A quality multicultural education curriculum has much.to.recommend itself.

But the key condept here Is quality and not quantity. WIthimore quantity in

multi-cultural education, the evils of stereotyping could well increase pertain-

ing to selected cultural groups. Each category of objectivesunderstandings,

skills, and attitudes, need -emphasizing two. ii1tt ultt0cultural education

cuPriculum.

Foreign Language Instruction

It appears that each time the.Untted States experiences grave problems,

such as in foreign policy, trade deficits with other nations, extremely un-

balanced budgetsin the federal government, and unemployment in relatively great

numbers, education and the public schools receive their undeserved amount of

blame. Could it be that industry, for example, has not conducted adequate

research or used newer means of production so that trade deficits with other

nations is an end result? Americans, generally, have been slow to blame the

private sector for its ills.. The public sector, too frequently, has received

blames for inadequacies in the business world. The writer believes both the
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Private and 0444c 'SfotArS,heVeAheir roles. Neittier 4 superior to the other.

For example, if the private sector cannot provide an adequate number of jobs,

the public sector jstate and federal government) must step in to provide work

for the unemployed, ,444-tvils?3,ruel and unnecessary to have UnimploYed'individuals
JTIPaFTN

and then hurl. insblis at food stamps 'arid welfare payments that selected persons

receive.
.

Certainty, there is work for everyone in the United States, Workers

are even needed to clean perks, streets, alleys, and rural areas, which paid

public employees inadequate in number, cannot accomplish.

Now getting back to complaints about public school education during times

of stress. What is advocated then that students need or need more of? Foreign

language instruction.

Dr. James Conant in a major study completed' in 1959 advocated that Amer-

ican students start studying a foreign language beginning in the seventh grade

and continue tts study through the twelfth grade. The involved student ulti.

be able to read and discuss tfittlligettIrtile-front page of a

foreign newspaper. Today, again it is stated the students in the United States

speak a single language only. In the meantime, budget cutters have trimmed

school moneys again and again until, among other things, a beginning teacher

cannot make ends meet with a $12,000 annual salary letting alone paying money

back if borrowed For securing a baccalaureate degree in four years. It takes

money, much money, to attend college/university for four years rather than

earning money in the world of work.

If foreign language instruction is truly important, then boards of educa-

tion need to have finances to pay for salaried qualified instructors. 'Quantity

of numbers in foreign language teaching is not the major factor. Rather is the

foreign language tensile* dedicated? Does he/she speak that language fluently?

Is the teacher a stimulating teacher so that pupils have an inward desire to

learn that foreign language?
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PO 0 f9rel9n,181194,89e-4 ought, On0,qu'lity instruction:` is in evidence,

budget cutters must%refrain fromac

that foreign langualust

ting. Rather, quality sequence tn teaching

Seguentiatqeark of studying diverse

1:0-reigni-lan§ua4es should be ivaifai

The National Defense Education Act of 1958

The NatAnal Defense Education Act (NDEA), no doubt, has done more for

education in'the United.States, compared to Other attempts in improving the

curriculum. I5resent studies in American education, such as the National Commis-

sion for Excellence in Education (1983) has had much publicity. Many changed
...

made in eduation have been credited to.the NCEE report. The writer believes

that several 6f:the changes have actually been detrimental. For example,

numerous states in the United States have some form of accountability for teach-

ers. Accountability usually fefers to measuring student achtevement to deter-

wine if learning is taking place. Testing to ascertain pupil-progress so often

measures lower levels of cognttton, such as recall of information. Nigher levels.

of thinking such as critical thinking,, creative thinking, and problem solving

are much mor complex to evaluate. So, the higher levels of thinking are mini-

mized. A test is only as good as the items contained therein. The slogan

seems to be "test, test, and when in any doubt, test again to measure student

achievement."

Along with the many tetts given to pupils, teachers (not aides).are re-

quired to record the test results for principals, parents, and other responsible

persons to view. In the meantime, hours literally are given by teachers to

copy the results for appropriate recording. The writer wonders if a teacher's

time could not be utilized much more wisely in preparing and planning for actual
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teaching. If teaihing WO as bad 4i many critics stated, vihy will it improve.

the curriculum for students when teachers havemuch less preparation time?

The Golden Age in education, according to the writer was the passing of the

61

NDEA act of 1958. He was a teacher and principal at that time in the Lincoln-

ville, Kansas Elementary School. With the NDEA, much science equipment was

purchased. The local district then paid for 50% of the cost and the federal

government paid for the other 50%. Ea h plan for securing science equipment

had to be approVed by the state departmen of education. It was relatively

easy to get a plan approved for p rchasing the science equipment and this is

the way it should be. The writer taught science to theseventh and eighth
pr

graders. There were many science experiments perforMed. A new set of science

textbooks, based on the freshman level of high school level were purthased for

the involved seventh and eight graders. The instructor and students.rforpt

to watch their watches and the clock when science, in particular, was taught.

,Reading from the challenging textbook written on the understanding level of

the seventh and eSiOth grade pupils in one class (a. total of 25 students in a

small school Z, perfoiming experiments, using a Opt-projector, adding ftlm-'

slides, .glass sltdes, among other materials, was highly. stimulating

to students, and even more so to the instructor!

It takes money, much money, to implement a quality curriculft like that

described abouve. Had it not been for the NDEA act, the science curriculum

then would have Involved reading and more reading only from older science

textbooks which lacked challenge for these seventh and eighth graders.

Sometimes educators have written and had manuscripts published on "money

was thrown to the schools" at that time meaning, in their thinking, it was

wasted. The writer would disagree 1009' withthat line of thinking. The money

'Spent wisely was to improve the curriculum, and in the Lincoinville, Kansas
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grade school, it truly minde:f0r,an outstitiOng science curriculym.,:W.could

have been done in no other way, but to invest money in helping each student

achieve as much as pOtible in science. Money is an answer to problems in

education.

The writer believes' that many manuscripts emphasizing "money was thrown

at the schools" aripAritten to see hew much attention the writers can secure

and how many manuscripts, are accepted for publication. The public schools need

to be imprOved rather than seeing how many manuscripts a "leading" educatOr

can get published.

One must remember that basically mapy people can imagine a utopian school.

such as having:

1. perfect attendance and no one-being tardy of students.

2. ,time on task for 100 percent perfect learning.

3. no discipline problems.'

4. harmonious relations continuously with parents and the lay

5. scores of ilintieth percentile and higher for ell students from test

results.

6. teachers motivated continuously and always doing outstanding work in,

teaching (at a salary of $12,000 a year for beginning teachers and

be teacher moonlighting but being dedicated to teaching pupils un-

waveringly).

11

7. students taking academic-courses only and minimizing vocational courses.

The writer would like to compare the above listed items for a utopia in

society.

1. no crime and no abuse of any individual.

2. no prisons and penal institutions.

3." unemployment at a zero percent level.

4. inflation at or near zero.

5. job fulfillment for all persons.

6. adequate income for each person to buy necessities, plus selected
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7. no rats,mice, cockroaches, flies, and mosquitos, among other under
sirable insects.

comfortable homes and ideal temperature readings' in the houses all
year round,

9. no wars between and among nations.
r.

10% each perion'iontinuously experiencing that which is good only.

In Closing

The public schools have done mall vonsidering the. philosophy Of the bud: .

get cutters in society. The societal arena needs much improving in order that

individuals may live in a humane environment. Ideals and values in .iety

will definitely be reflected within the lchool envirohment.
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WHITHER PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION?

Numerous changes indeed are occuring in the educational arena. Selected

changes, no doubt, will be viewed.as positive during the ensuing years. Others

may well reflect the old adagehaste makes waste.

With the criticisms as well as venomous attacks on public school education

by the press, thellay public, and educators themselves, ecertain amount of

anarchy prevails. Situations such as these provide opportunities for ambit

of-states, state legislatures, and publish or perish professors room

to have their.ideas, good or bad, accepted in Modifying the school curriculum.

Certainly, whatever is propose in terms of change in the curriculum

should be accepted on the basis of merit. That is easy to say but hard to

implement. Seeminoly each plan for modification of what exists in education

has its strengths and weaknesses. Opinions abound. Politics is in motion.

But, for every action, there is an opposite and equal reaction. In degrees,

\,.._ this certainly is true.
.1/

State Versus Local Control

All states in the union have gotten into the act of increasing require-

ments for public schools to adhere to. To mention just a few, the following

are salient:

I. statewide testing to determine which high school students scored high

enough to be awarded a diplomajmon graduation. Tests also are given

on selected grade levels. As pupils progress through the public

school years.

2. statewide criteria to be used as printed or modified to appraise

teacher erectiveness on the district school level.

3. merit pay of career ladders for teachers who demonstrate meritorious

teaching.

4. competency testing for teachers prior to entering the teaching pro-

fession. Arkansas even has a law requiring experienced teachers to
be tested in order to retaia teaching credentials.

5. stricter certification requirements to enter the teaching profession.
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6. needed higher grade point average to meet certification requirements.

The classroom teacher has very little or no input into legislated require-
%

ments to become a.teachers as well as to renew licenses as a regular member

of a faculty:

Toward the other end of the continuum, there are educators who recommend

more of local control in developing a system of education. There certainly

can be considerable input from the local school or district in the followino

areas:

1. which units to teach in the different curriculum areas.

2. which order or sequence the units should follow.

3. which objectives students are to achieve in each lesson or unit.

4. which type or kind of learning opportunities to provide for pupils
such as a subject centered versus an activity centered curriculum.

5. which type of organization of subject matter should be stressed, such
as the separate subjects, correlated, fused, or integrated curriculum.

6. which appraisal procedures to utilize iu Geaching students. Evalua-

tion procedures may include teacher observation, teacher written test
items, self-evaluation by the learner, standardized tests, checklists,
rating scales, and sociometric devices.

7. whether a logical or psychological curriculum should be in operation.
A logical curriculum emphasizes sequentially stated objectives in
teaching developed by the teacher/teachers for pupil attainment. A

psychological curriculum reflects pupils within a flexible framework
with teacher guidance selecting objectives and. learning activites
to be pursued sequentially.

Frequently, the individual classroom teacher is left out completely from

makinn decisions that are mAde on the state level. Teacher representation is

indeed highly minimal. There might have been five or six clasroom teachers

on a committee to make recommendations to state legislatures. However, the

number of involved instructors is so small compared to all tvizhers in the

state. Thus, for all practical purposes, teacher input into state laws in

education is zero.
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With en increased number of states having mandated some type or plan of

accountability for each school distrfct, curricular decisions are increasingly

moe. aierarchical as compared to 4 gross roots levels in selecting objectives

and evaluation procedures, in particular. Thus, for example, numerous school

system! are emphasizing Instructional Management Systems (1MS). To implement

its,, there needs to be a committee system of organization in order to select

precise objectives and means of appraisal which measure pupil achievement in

terms of tte stated goals. Either a pupil has/has not attained any sequential

oblective. 1ES thtn advocates:

I. the utilizetioneof behaviorally stated objectives stated in measur-

aate terms. What is measurable is stressed in teaching situations.

2. tne Objectives are selected and written prior to instruction or even

9 year .)rior to their implementation. Pupil teacher planning of the

curricuhtm is definitely not recommended. A logical predetermined

set of objectives are in evidence for pupil achievement.

a uniform curriculum for all pupils in a classroom. The major vari-

able is that pupils may achieve the seguential objectives in harthony

with individual abilities possessed.

;
4 teachers mak'nq decisions on which learning activities to provide

pupils so that predetermined objectives may be achieved.

frequent testing to ascertain student progress. Test items must be

related directly to the stated objectives.

tests being written at the time the behaviorally stated objectives

have been agreed upon.

teachino being a management rather than a decision - making function.

Me teacher is a manager of the 1MS program. The objectives and the

evaluation procedures are generally determined outside the domain of

Plc: involved classroom, teacher.

'_Arr taocksr Versus Ieachino Experience and Level of Achieved Education

selected states in the union are emphasizino teachers bein9

rp - 4o4 in teaching usinq merit pay procedures. Each teacher may apply for

lricroment in salary due to meritorious teaching. Generally, there

sential o pass for a teacher before becoming a master

6:1
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teacher. To pats the first of four hurdles, the teacher may need to pass ,a

teaching proficiency test, receive satisfactory evaluations by a trained eval-

uator in actual teaching situations, and have received a master's degree in the

academic area being taught. Each of the three higher levels on the career

ladder will emphasize additional criteria to be met by the classroom teacher

ultimatelidesiring to become a master teacher, such as quality test results

from pupils in. diverse curriculum areas.

There certainly are inherent problems involved in payinn teachers addi-

tional moneys based on the career ladder plan. These include the following:

I. Are truly competent appraisers available to evaluate teaching perfor-
mance?

2. Will the competent evaluator evaluate as objectively as possible or
will the friendship idea predominate in the appraisal process?

3. Will the evaluator use his/her role to enforce compliant behavior on

the part of teachers?

4. Is adequate money. available on the state level to truly reward each °

teacher who passes a rung on the career ladder plan?

5. Will jealousy be involved in merit pay procedures if a teacher truly

does well in teaching but is not recognized,for proficiency in the

classroom?

In past years and in most school districts at the present time, teachers

have been paid salaries based on the single salary schedule. Thus, all baccal-

aureate degree beginning teachers within a school district receive the same

salary regardless of being an elementary, junior high or middle school, or

senior high school teacher. Or, all teachers with five years teaching experience

and a master's degree in the area or areas being taught receive the same salary.

These beliefs are inherent in the single salary schedule. Objectivity certainly

is involved when paying teachers equitably based on the degree presently herd

(ea, MS, EdS, Ph.D. or their equivalents) and the number of years of teaching

which has been completed. There are questions that can be raised pertaining

to paying teachers salaries based on the level of education possessed
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and the number of years completed in actual teaching.

1. Do teachers with higher degrees and more years of teaching experience
teach better than beginning teachers with a baccalaureate degree? _

2. Should additional criteria be added to evaluate teacher effectiveness?

It certainly is not easy to determine the best method of rewarding teachers

for competency in the classroom. Equally complex is attempting to ascertain who

the quality teachers are that deserve extra renumeration? One thing is certain,

however. Teachers are not paid adequately for their services. Public schools

are certainly getting a bargain when hiring an excellent beginning teacher at

$12,000. .'

The Role of the National Council for Accreditation

of Teacher Education (NCATE)

NCATE is the leading organization to accredit schools of education educating

teachers. Their approach has been rather flexible in accreditation standards.

NCATE does not have precise standards for each teacher training institution to

follow. Rather, each school of education makes a self study. The results are

recorded by the involved institution and !distributed to the NCATE central

office. An appointed team by NCATE reads the report and makes a three day visit

to the college, university campus to notice if he written standards in the self

study are being followed. Also, the team of course, appraises the self study

to notice if quality standards are being followed. A rather open ended

approach is utilized by NCATE in setting standards and appraising schools of

education to notice if quality is in evidence.

More recently, critics of NCATE have stated that standards be raised

substantially and measurable results be emphasized in approving schools of

education being involved in teacher education. Thus, critics would emphasize

tightening up of NCATE' c stPndards to include:
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I. A definite minimum grade point average that students need to acquire
prior to entering professional education courses.

2. A specjffc minimal. grade point average a student must have before being
granted a baccaluarete degree to teach in the public schools.

3. A test score of the fiftieth percentile or higher on the ACT or SAT

test.

4. Results-from graduate students in terms of how well they are doing in
actual teaching. The results could be in the form of ratings from
school administrators where the involved teacher is presently teaching.

Thus, NCATE has been asked to tighten the belt, in accrediting schools of

education preparing teachers in colleges and universities. Questions that may

be raised pertaining to the stricter standards emphasized by selected educators

include the following:

I. Should a national organization such as NCATE have uniform standards

for all colleges and universities to achieve in the area of teacher

education?

6
'Should creativity among institutions of higher education be emphasized

in that each has established innovative criteria in educating preservice

and inservice eddcation of teachers.?

3. Should a single teak. dporaise all programs of teacher education in the

different colleges ano universities\or should diverse teams of educators

evaluate the quality of teacher education programs?

The Education Commission of the States

In 1964, Dr. James Conant wrote a book entitled Shaping Education Policy.

In his book,.Dr. Conant recommended having a nationwide policy on education.

The Carnegie Corporation and the Ford Foundation provided grants which eventually

establiihed the Education Commission of the States (ECS).

Numerous leaders in education believe that ECS has not achieved the dis-

tinction and leadership roles that were originally intended. Thus, ECS has

largely provided statistical data pertaining to education in the fifty states.

Rather, present day leaders in ECS believe that their organization should be

in the limelight to keep educational issues in front of public school teachers
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and administrators, the administration and faculty in htgher education, as well

as the lay public. Thus, tha)ibpic of education should not be placed on the
e4

back burner.' Leadershiplrom-ECS then should provide a forum fors discussing

issues in education. In other words. ECS should,be involved in shaping educa-

tional policy in the United States. The new president of the ECS is one who will

need to possess leadership skills, be highly visible in American society, be

able to communicate will with individuals and groups,4as well as be persuasive

in setting high priorities for education in the United States.

There certainly are questions which might be raised pertaining to ECS or

any national organization in education.

1. N'ow influential should the Education Commission of the States becpme?

2. Did Dr. Conant have in mind in 1964, a national organization that would
move in the direction of. establishing criteria by which all schools might be

evaluated? If so, uniformity not diversity of standards would be in evidence.

3. Should the United States have a ministry of education in which objectives
and trends would move in the direction from the ministry to the classroom level

of instruction?

4. How much of diversity AS compared to uniformity is desirable in

American education?

1,

Business--Education Partnerships

Numerous senators and representatives as well as selected educators are

emphasizing that public Schools and the business world establish a partnership

relationship. In the elementary, junior and senior high school levels

of instruction, the school curriculum has utilized services of the business

world in the following ways:

7.4^:
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1. students in the senior high school working at diverse businesses in

terms Or programs in Cooperative Education and Distributive Education courses.

2. elementary age pupils taking excursions with teacher guidance to places

in the business world which relate to the ongoing unit in the curriculum.

3. resource personnel from business speaking to pupils in the classroom

on vital )pies within the framework of a specific unit.
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TO what extent the business world should be involved in the public schools

is an issue. Should the business_world:

1. provide
public schools.
or unwillingness

a-tonsiderableismounttfreVenue on a 'voluntary 'basis to the
Heres_the,a_MIMPtion is _that through taxes there is inability
to support schools financially in,an adequate manner.

2. be able to extol the virtues of the free enterPrise system thoroughtly
in the school.ourriculum. Thus, emihimiling of the public ,sector would be in
evidence. The public schools are not a part of the private sector, sqph as
the world of corporations, small businesses, and the cottage industry 40proach.
Public schools are dependent. upon local property tax, state sales tax, and
federal aid.

3. push fbr a strong capitalistic approach in society. Thus, government
aid such as food stamps, aid to families with dependent .:children, and unem-
ployment compensation might come to an end. Those who can succeed with a capi-
talism philosophy in society would be in one segment of society versus the un-
successful in a different camp:

'Additional Issues

There are numerous additional issues which need resolving in the American

educational arena.: Among others, these include the following:

1. uniform standards for certifying and licensing teachers in the United
States versus an open ended approach in which each state would develop their
own standards.for teacher certification.

2. warranties given by colieyes and universities in certifying that their
product as new teachers will do well in actual teaching for the teacher training
institution will retrain the unsuccessful teacher.

3. equal access in utilizing the public school's facilities during non-
school hours be they secular or religious groups.

4. group prayer in the classroom as compared to a public school being

neutral in the area of religion.

Issues need to be evaluated by those involved in public school education.

A comprehensive solution,needs to be developed pertaining to the identified

problems. Each pupil in the public schools needs to be guided to achieve in

an optimal manner with teacher guidance.
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EVALUATING THE CURRICULUM

Faculty members need to evaluate the curriculum rather continuous.

ly. 'Each pupil needs to achieve optimally in the school and class set-

ting. Which facets of the curriculum might be analyzed and modified?

Pupils, Faculty Members and the Curriculum.

Stated objectives need 'appraisal. A problem that may arise per

tains to how precise goals should be written. Should measurable'or

general objectives be implemented in ongoing units of study? No doubt,

this is a philosophical as roell as a psychological issue. With measur-

able goals, the teacher can determine rather precisely if pupils have/

have not achieved agreed upon ends. General objectives are more open

ended and leave leeway in interpretation if Pupils have/have not been

successful in their attainment.
A

Advocates of behaviorism as a psychology of learning belielle that ,

the, teacher should be able to measure if a learner is achieving stated

goals. In contrast, humanists advocate that pupils should select, with-

in. .a flexible framework, enSuing learning activities. Thusl.pupils in

a class will ndt'be:athi-eVing the same objectives. Also, humanists be-

rkeve-that worthWhile learnirigs, such as interest and purpose of pupils;

`cannot be measured in any rather ptecise manner.

Additional problems pertaining to the selection of goals for learn-

ers to achieve involve the following:

1. How much emphasis should be placed on vocational ends?

2. How relevant are mental health needs in the curriculum?

3. Should the separate subjects curriculum receive major emphasis

or should increased attempts be made in correlating, fusing,

and integrating of content?
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How much emphasis should be placed upon pupils acquiring sub-

ject matter learnings, as compared to developing relevant skills

and attitudes?

How can the community be utilized to improve curricular offer-

,ings in the school/class setting? Should school and soci4ty

become more integrited rather than separate entities?

Faculty bembers.in a school also need to appraise the quality of

sequence,in the curriculum Toward one end of the continuum, the teacher
A

may choose and sequence learning activities for pupils. Thus, the teach-

er-decideS which experienceshould come first, second, thirds fourth, and

so on, in order thatImpils may, achieve vital objectives. Somehwati oppo.."

site of this approach, teacher-pupil planning may be used to order experi-

ences. There is input from pupils then in determining seqdence in the

curricPlum. For example, teacher-pupil planning may be used to determine

materials-and -tasks to'use at learning centers in the class setting.

Pupils may select sequentially which tasks to complete or omit. The

teacher serves as a guide and stimulator rather than as a lecturer of

subject matter content. A logical curriculum is in evidence if the teach-

er orders experiences sequentially for pupils. In contrast, a psycho-
.

logical curriculum is present if pupils individually sequence their own

experiences with teacher leadership.

Additional problems needing identification and attempts made to

arrive at solutions pertaining to subject matter learnings for pupils

to achieve might well include the following:

1. Can essential learnings be identified that all pupils need to

attain? Or, should subject matter be conceived as being ten-

tative in relevance, subject to modification and change?
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Do pupils retain learnings better in subject. matter' units as

compared to experience units of study?

3. Who'should direct and guide'in ascertinin which subject mat.

ter learners should attain, e.g. the instructor solely, or pu.

pils with teacher leadership?

4. How much emphasis needs to be plated upon concrete (use of aq..

tual items and objects), "semi.concrete (pictures, transparen-

cies, films, filmstrips, slides,, records, and study .prints), and

abstract (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) loxperien.

cies in ongoing units of study?

A final problem needingeeding adequate consideration in attempting to im.

prove the curriculum involves evalUating of learner progress. Questions

which might be raised pertaining to'evaluating pupil progress, among,.,

others, ilUde tho following:

1. Should the teacher generally evaluat'e pupil achievement br should

each pupil be guided to appraise his/her own achievement?

2. Should instructor prepared test items (true - false, multiple

choice, essaysomatching, and completion tests) be utilized

rather frequently to measure pupil gains? Or, should the

teak.her observe learner products, interests, and purposes

to ddtermine each pupils progress?

3. How frequently should parents be involved in helping to ap-

praise pupil achievement? Parent -teacher conferences may

be scheduled rather frequently to report pupil progress to
+o .iirlprNe e. CLArrClothoirA

parents. Input from parentslmay also oc.cur as a result of

conducting the conferences.

4. Should standardized tests be used to appraise learner progress?
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Or, should mores
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techniques of evaluation be used to

learno interests, needs, purposes, and motivation?

In Summary

64.60. el. I !\

Teaches' Wucipals, and supervisors nebd to evaluate the total

curriculum iti,:thtschool/class setting. Careful scrutiny then needs

to be made of the quality of objectives, learning activities, and evalu-

ation procedures in the school curriculum. A curriculum needs to be5

developed to assist each learner to achieve optimally.
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